Abmer's Kim UD
CH Absolute's Magic Mountain (BIS) (Published September 1993)
Ace's Puff Ball UD
Adkins Wee Hadleigh Doll UD TD (Published 2005 Article)
CH AJ's Smokin Joe (BIS) (Published April 2000)
AJ’s Streak Of Lightening AX AXJ (Published 2005 Article)
AJ’s Wind Beneath My Wings AX AXJ (Published November 2009)
CH All-Star's Hadleigh Showoff (BIS)
Alpina's Buddy UD (200)
Amy's Chocolate Bar CDX (HIT)
Annon's Huggy Bear Of Scamp UD
Annon’s Peterbilt UD (Published 2005 Article)
Annon’s Sun Bear UD (Published 2005 Article)
CH Apolloette Moonlight Gambler (BIS)
MACH17 PACH April May Wicket Moxon MXB5 MJG5 MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX XF T2B (Published 2005 Article)
CH Aristic Dear Adorable (BIS)
CH Aristic Goldpepper (BIS)
CH Aristic Little Pepper Pod (BIS)
CH Aristic Pepper Pod's Delight (BIS)
CH Aristic Wee Goldpepper (BIS)
CH Aristic Wee Pepper Pod (BIS)

Ballykin Commando Cody CDX RAE (Published January 2009)
Banjo James Reliknam Wishsong CD BN RAES NAJ NJP (Published January 2009)
Barbara’s Little Sunbeam CD AX AXJ (Published 2005 Article)
GCHS CH Bar-Net Rocky Road Of Samron
Barrington's Yogi UD
B B Red Vixen UD
Beau James' Fae Joyous Merit CD RN MX AXJ OAP MJP (Published 2005 Article)
MACH3 Beau James Love At First Sight MXG MJG CA CGC TKN (Published November 2017)
MACH9 PACH3 Beau James Rotten To The Core CD BN RE MXG3 MJC3 MXP7 MXPS MJP8 MJPG PAX3 OF T2B2 CGC TKN (Published July 2015)
CH Bells Chriscendo Carmichael (BIS)
CH Bells Houston Star Performer (BIS)
CH Bev-Nor’s Almond Fudge (Published November 2019)
CH Bev-Nors An Edney’s Scoobiedo (Published November 2019)
CH Bev-Nor’s Tar-Zan (Published November 2019)
CH Bev-Nor’s Toasted Fudge (BIS)
CH Bev-Nor’s Toasty’s Tan-Ya (BIS)
MACH Big Furry Chop-Monster (Published 2005 Article)
Billy Boy’s Susie-Q UD TD (Published 2005 Article)
CH Bi-Mar Sundance Kid (BIS)
Bi-Mar Sampico Top Hat And Tails CD (HIT) (Published April 1994)
Black Magic AX AXJ (Published 2005 Article)
CH Blair’s Stardust CDX (200)
CH Bo Ja’s General Jackson CDX (Published 2005 Article)
Bon-Bon’s Jamaica Me Crazy UD (Published 2005 Article)
CH Bonner’s Peppersweet Red Pod (BIS)
CH Bonner’s Prettypepper Darlin (BIS)
CH Bonner’s Prettytune Petite (BIS)
CH Bonner’s Stylepepper Preshus (BIS)
Boston’s Bouncing Buster UD
MACH10 Bouncin Bundle Of Bear CDX RE NF (Published 2005 Article)
MACH10 PACH Boxwood Wannabee MXB3 MJC3 MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B (Published November 2009)
CH Brown’s Tiddly Wink Super (BIS)
MACH4 Bubbi’s Beauty CDX AXB OJP NF (Published 2005 Article)
Buff’s Little Valentine Candy CD (HIT)
Bunny’s Pride Sheba UD

Cal Mac’s All Wrong Miss CD (HIT)
Captain Pug White UD (Published 2005 Article)
CH MACH16 Carleez Boom Boom Boom MXC5 MJS5 (Published September 2008)
CH MACH10 PACH6 Carleez Front Page News RN MXB4 MJC3 MXP19 MXPG2 MJP17 MJPG2 PAX8 (Published January 2010)
Carmichael Toy UD
Casmars’s Chiper UD (HIT)
CH Cassio’s Flash In The Pan (BIS) (Published March 1993)
GCHG CH Castile’s Endless Love (BIS) (Published May 2009)
Cavalier's Cavilette UD (200)
Charmin's Royal Flush UD (Published 2005 Article)
GCH CH Char’s Seattle Slew For Triple Crown
GCHP CH Char’s Secret Obsession
MACH2 Chut Tanu Khuse (Published 2005 Article)
Chut Tanu Miy (Published 2005 Article)
MACH3 Cindy’s Little Muffin CDX (Published 2005 Article)
MACH2 Cody Joe C Man (Published 2005 Article)
Colonel Top Hat UD
Color Bearer UD
Copperstone Of Archmore UD (200)
Corbin's Petite Ebony Lady CD (200) (HIT)
CH Corn's Duke Dragonfly (BIS)
CH Cottontop Doin’ It Better (BIS) (Published September 2005)
MACH “Cowboy” The Party Pom (Published 2005 Article)
Coy's Tiny Terror Banner UD
CH Coy’s Top Of The Mark (BIS)
CH Creider's Prince Dom Perignon (Published April 1994)
OTCH Crickettes Midnight Song CS (HIT) (Published January 1993)
GCHP CH CR Chase What Matters (BIS) (Published March 2012)
GCH CH CR Global Affair (BIS) (Published July 2012)
GCHG CR Simply Irresistible (BIS) (Published November 2010)
CH CR Tuff Guy Of Isabella (BIS) (Published November 2007)
Cry Baby’s Little Zuzim Randy UD

Dancing Sammy UD
Dan Dee’s Ibu Anjing UD
Dawn’s Cork In A Bottle MX NAP MXJ (Published 2005 Article)
Dawson’s Petite Musetta UD (200)
GCHB CH Dee Little Who’s The Boss (BIS) (Published July 2011)
CH D-Nee’s Darin Dinadan (BIS)
CH D-Nee’s Darin Duffie (BIS)
Dover-Holihouse Fire ‘N Ice (HIT)
Driftwood Love That Bob UDX (Published September 2002)
CH Duke's Lil Red Baron Of O'Kala (BIS)
CH Dupre’s Sparkling Gold Buster (Published April 1994)
Dusty's Boy Duffie CD (HIT)
Dykstra's Golden Erlece UD
Dykstra's Roxann Of Topaze UD

CH Eagle Creek’s Hamin It Up (BIS) (Published May 2007)
GCHB CH Easy Rider (Torres/Gonzales) (Published March 2019)
Ebony Spitzfire’s Autumn Breeze MX MXJ (Published 2005 Article)
CH Edan's Showy Tom-Tom (BIS)
MACH Edens Sunshine Angel Bear MXB MJS XF T2B ( Published January 2015)
CH Edward’s Ready Carer (BIS)
CH Elsa’s Little Yogi Bear (BIS)
CH Emcee’s Solid Gold Amigo (BIS)
CH Emcee’s Solid Gold Of Jabil UD (HIT)
Encore Of Tangerine Lyric UD
GCHB CH Evensong’s Dream On Bytches (Published November 2016)
CH Extane Vanilla Fudge Sunday (BIS) (Published March 1993)

CH Fame Lone Ranger (BIS) (Published September 2005)
CH Fancy Gold Dancer Of Oakridge (BIS)
Feather UD
CH Finch’s Awesome On All Four (BIS) (Published January 2007)
GCH CH Finch’s Bettin’ On Char’s (BIS) (Published January 2007)
Finch’s Comotion In Motion AX OAJ (Published July 2004)
CH Finch’s He Walks On Water (BIS) (Published March 1993)
Finch’s Little Sister Megan UD OA OAJ (Published 2005 Article)
Finch’s Parti Got A Quick Temper RN AX MXJ NF CGC TKN (Published 11-2018)
MACH2 Finch’s Peach Melba Delight NF (Published 2005 Article)
CH Firebrook’s Tabasco Fiasco (BIS) (Published September 2005)
Foxy Little Sister CD AX OAJ (Published 2005 Article)
Frenchy’s Little Bit O Sherry UD
Frog Hollows Dark Princess UD AX OAJ (Published 2005 Article)
CH Funfair’s Pinto O’ Joe Dandy (BIS)
MACH Funquest’s Surfin’ Usa AXA AJP OFP (Published 2005 Article)

CH Garton's King Of Bavaria (BIS)
CH Gayel’s Destiny’s Child (Published September 2007)
Georgian’s Betty UDT (200)
OTCH Gidget's Cinnamon Prince UDX8 OM3 VER RE (Published 2005 Article) (Published 3-2005)
CH Glen Iris Castle Rock (BIS)  
Glen Iris Misty Morn UD (Published January 2003)  
Glyn's Sir Petty (HIT)  
CH Gold Mist Of Waverly (BIS)  
CH Golden Glow Dandy (BIS)  
CH Golden Rule Twinkle Star (BIS)  
CH Great Elms Pride And Joy (BIS)  
CH Great Elms Prince Charming II (BIS)  
Great Rivers Meg Rules Malashel CD BN RAE5 THD CGCA (Published January 2009)  

CH Hadleigh Shining Gold Of Davdon (BIS)  
Hallie RE MX MXJ (Published 2005 Article)  
Her Majesty's Whisper In My Ear UD BN GN GO RAE2 (Published January 2015)  
Highview's Midnight Shadow UD  
Himself The Elf MX MXJ (Published 2005 Article)  
CH Holder's A Lil Red Flash (BIS)  
CH Homestead's Spit N Polish (BIS)  
Honey's Little Boo Boo Bear CD AX (Published 2005 Article)  
Honey's Wee Bitz Of Trouble MX MXJ (Published 2005 Article)  
CH Horizon-N-Janesa Indian Sundown (BIS) (Published November 2009)  
GCH CH Horizon's A Fly On The Wall (BIS) (Published July 2010)  
PACH Horizon's Carleez Tiny Trinket CDX GN RE AX AXJ MXP7 MXPG MJP7 MJPG PAX2 OFP T2BP CGCA TKP (Published November 2014)  
MACH2 Horizons Do I Dazzle You Of Twilight RM4 RAE4 MXG MJG MXF SWM CGCA (Published March 2020)  
CH Howlene-Teahra Impero (BIS) (Published November 2004)  

Idlewyld Cameo CD BN RAE2 (Published March 2011)  
CH Idlewyld Gemstone CDX  
CH Idlewyld Lavalier CDX  
CH Idlewyld Star Coral CDX  
I Fidget In Style UD  
I'm A Candy Angel Doll UD (Published 2005 Article)  

Jack Mack UD  
Jacobson’s Nelly Don UD TD (Published 2005 Article)  
CH Jamol's Klassic Hi Time (BIS)
Lessard’s Little Geisha Girl UD
CH Lessard Shangrila Of Jubilee UD (Published 11-2017)
Lilliput’s Chariot Of The Gods RAE (Published 2005 Article)
CH Linchriss Genghis Pom (BIS) (Published 8-1994)
Lindsey Of Dover Holihouse UD (Published 2005 Article)
CH Little Emir (BIS)
Little Joy’s Lil Snoopy UD
Little Miss Turbo UD BN RN MX MXJ AXP AJPF NF (Published 2005 Article)
MACH13 Little Polly Party Girl MXB4 MJC4 MJP (Published 2005 Article)(Published 1-2015)
CH Little Ra (BIS)
CH Little Rajah (BIS)
CH Little Tim’s Chipper (BIS)
CH Little Timstopper (BIS)
CH Little Timstopper’s Teeco (BIS)
CH Little Timsun (BIS)
Little Tippy Ten UD
CH Lil Gold Dancer Of Oakridge (BIS)
Lollie P. Rushka AX MXJ (Published 2005 Article)
Lord Boston Ruffington UD
MACH3 Lord Peter Of Bristol Court
CH Lovely Jessie Sais So (BIS) (Published 5-2002)

Mac’s Little Ginger Boy CDX AX AXJ OJP (Published 2005 Article)
CH Majestic’s Jumpin’ Jack Flash (BIS) (Published 11-2007)
CH Majestics Willie B Steppn Up (BIS) (Published 5-2007)
Malashel’s Incredibly Irresistible CD BN RAE4 THD CGCA (Published 1-2009)
Malashel’s The Wonder Of Winning, By Whimsy CD RAE CGCA (Published 7-2012)
Malashel’s You Win Again Gremlin Of Civetta CD RAE CGCA (Published 1-2014)
Mar Dot’s Chick A Dee (HIT)
Marpessa Ken Jean (HIT)
Martin’s Missy UD
Mar-Vic’s Stuff’d Black Bear UDX RA NA NAJ (Published 4-1997)
MACH6 Masquerade Parti Madison MXS2 MJG3 (Published 1-2015)
MACH16 Maya Mango She’s A Delight MXG4 MJS5 MXP MJP3 MJPB (Published 2005 Article) (Published 1-2015)
Mc’s Chocolate Dawn Kaci Bar UD (Published 2005 Article)
Megans Spitfire CDX MX AXJ (Published 2005 Article)
Menage Sonata Foxy Lady UD (Published 9-2002)
Mi Of Micklinburg UD
Midnight Shogun UD
CH Milart’s Inky Dinky CDX (Published 2005 Article)
CH Millamor’s Markette (BIS)
CH Milo Mischief Gold Pat (BIS)
Minute Of Whispering Pines UD (Published 2005 Article)
Miss Boo’s Teena Tiger UD
Miss Chief Suzy Morse UD (Published 2005 Article)
Miss Natasha’s Kit-N-Kaboodl AX NAP AXJ NJP (Published 2005 Article)
Miss Royal Red UD NA NAJ (Published 2005 Article)
CH Model’s Son Of Fun (BIS)
CH Moneybox Gold Coin (BIS)
CH Moneybox Gold Currency (BIS)
CH Moneybox Monkey Shine (BIS)
CH Moonshadows Eye Of The Tiger UD (Published 2005 Article)
Mosaic Ruff N Rowdie Rangler CDX (Published 1-1993)
Mosaic Ruff N Tuff Rangler CD (HIT) (Published 3-1993)
GCH CH Mountain Crest U Don’t Own Me (BIS) (Published 5-2010)
GCHP CH Moxiepom’s Max Schmeling (Published January 2020)
Mr Tue UD
MACH3 Muffy’s Fluffy Muegge CDX (Published 2005 Article)
Music To My Eyes CDX BN RAE
My Folly CDX (200)
GCHG CH Mythical Traveling In Style (Published 9-2014)
OTCH Mystic Mtn Moonlight Jasmine OM1 RAE (Published 1-2008)
Myway Jimbo Jangles UD

CH Nino Of Thelcolynn UD (200)
OTCH Noah’s Abra Ka Dabra (200) (HIT)
CH Noble’s Chewbaka Of Pominique (Published 9-2001)

CH Odyssey’s Keno Wiz (BIS) (Published 3-2004)
Oliver Twist IV UD
Ollie Blue Bluster CDX TD OA (HIT) (Published 4-2004)

Painter’s Passion Diamond UDX (HIT) (Published 4-1994)
Park Ave’s Lyn Large In Charge AX AXJ NF (Published 7-2008)
CH Patrick's Mr Larry  (Published 4-1994)
CH Paughprint Endless Tradition CDX RE  (Published 1-2009)
CH Pedron's Dragon The Conqueror (BIS)
Pennylane Is In My Heart UD (HIT)
Penru Prima Ballerina O’Jabil CDX (HIT)
CH Penru's Fancy Free Of Caldoak CDX
CH Penru's Sugar Plum Fairy UD
CH Peperie Persnickety  (Published 8-2000)
Pettistree’s Puregold CDX (HIT)
MACH2 PACH Petticoat's My Dear Watson MXS MJG MXP3 MXPB MJPB PAX OF
(Published 1-2015)
Phinney’s Orange Boy UD (200)
CH Pixietown's Serenade Of Hadleigh (BIS)
CH Pom Acres Air Jordan (BIS)  (Published 5-2004)
Pom Acres Atomic Dragonfly CDX RAE NA OAJ MXP MJP  (Published 1-2008) (Published 1-2012)
MACH PACH2 Pomacres Iridescent Dragnfly CD RAE MXB MJS MXP5 MXPS MJP7
MJPG PAX2 THD TKN  (Published 7-2007)
Pom Acres Intangible Dragonfly PCD BN RAE MX MXJ MXF T2B RATO TKN
(Published 9-2017)
MACH PACH Pom Acres Copper Dragonfly CD BN RAE MXS MJS MXP3 MXPB
MJPS MJPS PAX XFP THD RATO TKN  (Published 7-2009)
CH Pomirish Chance’s Dina Mite CDX  (Published 2005 Article)
Pomirish Movin' On CDX (HIT)
Pomirish Tuffy's Tumbleweed UD
Pomirish Twinkie Break CDX (HIT)
Pompous Pogo UD
Pomshell Kline Liebchen UD
Pomshell Cavalier's Wind Song UD
Pomshell Twinkle Toes UD
GCH CH Powerpom High Performance (BIS)  (Published 9-2008)
CH Precious Petite's Gabriel (BIS)
Princess Nina UD
Princess Wiggles Vonsnifsnif CD RAE  (Published 5-2008)
Prince Z UD
GCH CH Pufpride Somewhere In Time (BIS)  (Published 5-2010)
CH Pufpride Sweet Dreams (BIS)  (Published 7-2003)

Ra-Joy’s Dixie Darling CDX AX  (Published 2005 Article)
CH Randy's Jolly Wee Peppi (BIS)
Razzle Dazzle Concerto UDX (Published 2005 Article)
Razzle Dazzle Golden Oldies (Published 5-2012)
Razzle Dazzle Jeffrey UD
CH Razzle Dazzle Music Man CDX (Published 2005 Article)
RC Royal Crown CD AX AXJ (Published 2005 Article)
Rehman’s Little Dream UD (Published 2005 Article)
GCH CH Reingingstarz Its 5 OClock Somewhere (BIS) (Published 5-2012)
Rider's Jolly-Katrina (HIT)
CH Rider's Sparklin' Gold Nugget (BIS)
Rise N Shine’s Black Coffee AX AXJ OAP NJP (Published 5-2008)
CH Rivendell Applauds Janesa (BIS) (Published 11-2009)
Riverstone's Live Wire AX AXJ (Published 3-2005)
MACH Riverstone's Rockin The Boat (Published 7-2004)
Robbin’s April Mist CDX (HIT)
GCHS CH RobCary’s Ultimate Silver Fantasy (Published 7-2018)
CH Robinhood's After Dark CD (HIT)
Robinson's Heidi Heather (HIT)
Robinson's Wee Wolf CD (HIT)
CH Rock N Tradition Of Oakridge (BIS) (Published 3-1993) (Published 2-2000)
Rocky’s Fluf N Puff UD
GCH CH Rone’s Bjørn To Fly CD BN RAE FDC CA RATO CGCA TKN (Published 1-2017)
Russell's Fox Flame Wee Cherie UD
Rusty Of Queenaire Manor UD
Rusty Van Bostonian UD

MACH5 Sargeant Ceasar (Published 2005 Article)
Sassy Girl Sheffield UDX VER RAE10 (Published 5-2008)
Second Chance Oliver Twist CDX RAE (Published 5-2007) (Published 1-2009)
Second Chance Jumpin' Jimminy CDX PCDX BN RAE CGC (Published 7-2014)
Sha-Ber’s My Little Daphney UD
Shawn Of Brockton UD (Published 2005 Article)
CH Sheeba's Little Dragon Fly (BIS)
Shenanigan’s Jack Frost UD RAE2 AX AXJ (Published 2005 Article)
Shope’s Cupid Bella Donna UD (Published 2005 Article)
CH Showcase Hot Topic (BIS) (Published 5-2007)
Silvakress Viva UD TD (Published 2005 Article)
CH Silva Lade Gentle Ben (BIS)

CH Silva Lade Mama Tried (BIS)

Silver-Bears’s Ebony Spitzfire MX MXJ  (Published 2005 Article)

Silver Meadows Beau Jangles UD  (Published 2005 Article)

CH Sirius It's All About Me (BIS)  (Published 7-2003)

Skylark Kiwi UD  (Published 2005 Article)

Skyrige’s Harlequin Hullabaloo AX AXJ NJP  (Published 2005 Article)

GCH CH Sofine’s So You Think You Can Dance (BIS)  (Published 7-2000)

Sourdough Timothy UD (200)

CH Southland’s Black Tie N Tails (BIS)  (Published 8-1999) (Published 2-2000)

CH Southland’s I'm So Impressive  (Published 9-1993) (Published 5-2007)

CH Southlands Mighty Impressive (BIS)

CH Southland's Mr VIP O'Ida (BIS)

Southpaws Cherish Every Moment CD RAE2  (Published 3-2014)

Sparkle's Sunshine UD

CH Starfire’s Here Comes Trouble (BIS)  (Published 1-2007)

CH Starfire’s RobCary Sobe It (BIS)  (Published 3-2014)

Starkota N Toyyoyo’s Highland Princess BN RAE CGC  (Published 11-2017)

Starlite’s Betty Lue UDT

Sue’s Wee Cuddles Of Scotia UD (HIT)

Sumi II CDX AX  (Published 2005 Article)

CH Sun-Dot's Chewbaka (BIS)  (Published 3-1993)

CH Sundots Ramboling Man (BIS)

MACH Sundown's Regina Elizabeth MXG MJS MJP2 MJPB  (Published 9-2008)

CH Sungold's Diamond Stud (BIS)

CH Sungold's Jesse (BIS)

CH Sungold's Wee Desiree (BIS)

Sunny Prince Of Val-Lee UD

Sunrunner Keegan AX MXJ  (Published 2005 Article)

Sunrunner Pattycake Pom CD (HIT)  (Published 3-2004)

CH Sunswpt Anticipation CDX

Sunswpt Hot Fudge Sundae UD

CH Sweet Lady Of Arlyd (BIS)

Taylor's Pixie Prince Of San-Len UD

Teddy Schoenberg AX AXJ NJP

Theelcolynn's Rinny Jim UD
CH The Pine's Hells A Poppin (BIS) (Published 7-2007)
CH Tim Sue’s Flying High (BIS)
CH Tim Sue's Harbor Lights (BIS)
CH Tim Sue's Lil Love Bug (BIS)
Tina's Tiny Cream Puff CDX (HIT)
OTCH Tinkler’s Tom Tom (Published 2005 Article)
Tiny Tim Pendleton CGC UD RA (Published 5-2004)
Toby En Charge CDX MX MXJ (Published 2005 Article)
CH Tono’s Just Call Me Mister (BIS)
Tootsie’s Buster Boy CD AX (Published 2005 Article)
CH Topaze Lady Jennifer CDX
MACH2 Toyrific Lil'buttons NAP NJP NFP
Trivial Pursuit CDX (HIT)
Tucker The Third Muskateer UDX2 (Published 2005 Article)
OTCH Twinkle Little Super Star (HIT)

OTCH Uhland's Creme Puff Delight (HIT)

CH Valcopy Batboy (BIS) (Published 11-2005)
CH Van Hoozer's Lucky Little Mite (BIS)
GCH CH Velocity’s Ain’t Ever Looked This Good (BIS) (Published 9-2018)
CH Velocity’s Shake Ur Bon Bon (BIS) (Published 9-2008)

Walters Dame Cheeky MX MXJ (Published 2005 Article)
MACH2 Walters Teasie Tootsie OF (Published 2005 Article)
Wasielewski’s Mindy MX MXJ (Published 7-2003)
CH Watts Little Nicodemus (Published 12-1994)
Weeland's Pepe Bimbo CDX (HIT)
GCH CH Weewyn Keeper Of The Flame CDX PCDX BN RAE CGCA (Published 1-2017)
CH Wee Witch Hodges Of Sun-Dots (BIS)
CH Wheeler's Bon Peppi Buttercup (BIS)
CH Wildwood Spirit Of Pom Acres (BIS) (Published 5-2004)
MACH Windsong’s Element Of Power (Published September 2020)
Windy's Sparkle Plenty UD
CH Woodrose’s Bet The House (Published 11-2001)
GCH CH Woodrose’s Causin’ A Commotion (BIS) (Published 5-2011)
GCHS CH Woodrose’s Power Play (Published 7-2014)
MACH Zip At Light Speed CD BN RE MXB MJS OF NFP T2B CGCA CGCU
(Published 3-2018)
Zorro D Diddledog UD (Published 9-2004)
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